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CITY OF ALBANY 
PLANNING COMMISSION 

Municipal Court Room, 333 Broadalbin Street SW 
Monday, March 6, 2017 

5:15 p.m. 

MINUTES 

 
Planning Commissioners present: Dala Rouse, Larry Tomlin, JoAnn Miller, Bobby Schueller, Cordell 

Post, Linsey Godwin, Roger Phillips  

Planning Commissioners absent: Dan Sullivan (excused), Sue Goodman (excused) 

Staff present: Bob Richardson, Planning Manager; David Martineau, Lead Current 
Planner; Edie O’Neil, Administrative Assistant I; Jeff Blaine, Public 
Works Engineering and Community Development Director; Ron 
Irish, Transportation Systems Analyst; Jim Delapoer, Consulting City 
Attorney 

Others present: Becky Hewitt, Angelo Planning Group 

CALL TO ORDER   

Chair Tomlin called the meeting to order at 5:15 p.m. 

COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC None 

QUASI-JUDICIAL PUBLIC HEARING: ZC-02-16; ZONE CHANGE 

Chair Tomlin opened the public hearing at 5:18 p.m. 

Declarations by the Commission: 

Conflicts of Interest:  None 
Ex Parte: Post stated that someone called him to express concern about development.  He 

explained to her that he could not speak about the case. 
Site Visit: Tomlin noted that he had driven by the area several times in the last month 
Abstain: None 
Challenges: None 
 
Staff Report: 

Planner David Martineau provided a summary of the case and summarized the proposal’s consistency 
with applicable review criteria.  Staff-proposed conditions of approval were included for the 
Commission’s consideration (see Agenda Packet). 
 
Questions from the Commission:  Commissioner Rouse inquired on how the trip cap would be enforced.  
Ron Irish, Transportation Systems Analyst, replied that in future development applications, developers 
would be required to turn in a traffic study, which would estimate the number of trips that would be 
generated.  The future developer would be unable to propose a development so large that it would exceed 
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what is allowed in the trip cap.  Commissioner Godwin pointed out that if one lot was developed with 
heavy traffic expectations, it would negate options for other proposed parcels.  Tomlin asked about 
eliminating the manufacturing use of the proposed MUC zone.  Martineau and Richardson stated that 
what is allowed in zones cannot be changed.   

Testimony from Applicant: Jim Winkler; President of Winkler Development Corporation and owner of 
the subject property, gave an overview of the company and their vision.  He stated that the company was 
interested in cluster development in order to preserve open space.  Their focus is making positive change 
and creating healthier communities.  They are asking for the zone change in order to allow more 
flexibility.  He pointed out that the proposed trip cap intended to limit p.m. traffic is what is currently 
allowed.  Winkler said that he felt like the transportation issue had been addressed thoughtfully.   

Commissioner Phillips asked how the property was accessed.  Winkler replied that there was a road off of 
Hickory that bisects the Samaritan holdings that will provide access to the property.  In addition to this, 
there will be a connection to Troon Street.  Godwin asked if the trip cap was indefinite.  Winkler stated 
that it would be a covenant that would follow the property.  Delapoer clarified that the covenant would be 
exclusive of the zoning between the property owner and the City of Albany.  In order to change that, the 
property owner would have to ask the City to change the covenant, which would not be allowed unless 
the land use regulation, then in effect, allowed a higher density in trips. 

Testimony in Favor:  Lyle Hutchins, Devco Engineering, testified on behalf of Samaritan Health Services.  
He testified that this proposal would provide seniors the opportunity to live close to medical facilities, and 
they are in agreement with the zone change, trip cap, and Staff’s summary that there would be no 
increased demand on public infrastructure.   

Commissioner Miller asked if there was a conflict of interest in this case since she works for Samaritan 
Health Services.  Delapoer stated that there was not, unless there was financial benefit or avoidance of 
financial detriment.   

Testimony in Opposition:  Nancy Demasi, 299 Benton Drive, stated that she is a member of the Audubon 
Society and the Chintimini Wildlife Center of Corvallis.  She said the groups are distressed about the 
proposed zone change and potential threats to area.  They are specifically wondering about destruction of 
flora and fauna and impacts to the turkey vultures that roost there.  The Federal Migratory Protection Act 
prohibits the damaging of nests or harassment of the birds.  She would like to know if there has been an 
environmental study for the lots affected and also the impact of high density of buildings on the water 
plain.  She is also concerned about the neighborhood being under constant construction with only 150 
units built per year.   

Steven Durnin, 966 Troon Street, whose property directly abuts the property proposed for rezoning, felt 
like there should be more description of the intended development.  He stated that he views this as a 
potential increase of capacity.  He felt like the trip cap was a good idea, but was not clear how it would be 
enforced in the future.  He did not feel like it would be possible to approve a zone change without more 
specific details about future proposals.   

Barbara Krochta, 980 Troon Street, felt like ten days to respond to the Notice of Public Hearing was not 
enough.  She also felt like 1000 foot notice area was not enough.  She would like 90 days for notification.  
She stated that she did not believe Goal 1 in the Staff Report had been met.  Delapoer asked if Ms. 
Krochta was asking for a continuance.  She stated that she was.  Delapoer pointed out that the 
Commission was obligated to oblige.  He explained that there were two options.  The first option would 
be a continuance.  The second option would be to leave the record open for three periods of seven days.  
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Written comments would be accepted for the first seven days.  Then there would be a second seven day 
period for written comments to respond to what was submitted in the first seven days.  After that, there 
would be another seven days for the applicant to respond to what was submitted in the previous 14 days.  
Delapoer suggested the Commission employ the three seven day periods.   

Commissioner Post moved to keep the record open as described by Jim Delapoer.  Commissioner Rouse 
seconded.  A vote was taken and the motion passed 7-0. 

Brett Roach, 997 North Pointe Drive, wished to speak about his thoughts the impact on crime rates and 
police resources.  He was not opposed to growth and development but was opposed to higher density 
housing.  He was mostly concerned that low income housing would result in higher crime rates, thus 
stressing police resources.   

Mary Arnold, 994 Troon Street, felt like the zone change was unnecessary.  Ms. Arnold expressed 
concern about Goal 3 in the Staff Report addressing storm drainage.  She explained that her property was 
no longer considered to be in a floodplain, and additional drainage could be detrimental to their property.  
Currently, they are unable to plant any buffer between their property and the abutting property due to 
excessive drainage.  She stated that she was concerned about additional impervious surfaces increasing 
negative impacts of these conditions.   

John Layman, 938 Troon Street, stated he would like the proposal tied to a project.  He submitted a 
signed petition against the rezoning.  He expressed concerns about property values dropping, schools 
being overcrowding, heavier traffic causing problems, adding to police and fire workloads, and increased 
taxes.  He stated that he would like to preserve the 80-year-old apple tree in the proposed zone.  (Mr. 
Layman submitted written testimony from his neighbor, Deb Merchant, regarding concerns about 
overdevelopment, noise, increased cost of living, and the ability to move freely.) 

Catherine Toews, 956 NW North Pointe Drive, stated concern about increased traffic, decreased property 
values, and higher crime rates.   

April Rich, 957 Belden Lane NW, stated that she called the Albany School District Office for statistics.  
She expressed concern about adding more potential students due to the schools being at or near capacity. 

Lee and Sue Cutsforth, 831 Ridders Lane, stated concern about their easement that encumbers the 
Winkler land, specifically about how residents would get from Pleasant View Way to Troon Street.  He 
would like to know how the road that would connect the Winkler property could go over his road, 
because it is an existing easement that has been deeded.   

Ashlyn Walker, 347 Benton Drive NW, expressed concern about the flood zone and unused commercial 
properties on Hickory Street.  She did not agree with expanding the Mixed Use Zone when there are open 
commercial properties nearby.  She also stated that she felt that Troon Street could not handle an increase 
in traffic. 

Russ Tripp, no address specified, felt like greater density could be accomplished with the current zoning.  
He also felt that going from 30 percent open space down to 20 percent would remove too many trees. 

Eric Skinner, 854 North Pointe Drive NW, expressed concern about potential traffic flow problems.  He 
felt that all of the homes in the area would be negatively impacted by traffic off of Troon Street.  He also 
expressed concern about fire trucks being able to get into the neighborhood with the narrow streets.   
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Peter Kenagy, 1650 NE North Nebergall Lp, expressed high concern about increased traffic.  He felt that 
the proposed zone change would lead to an “incremental loss in quality of life in North Albany.”  He 
stated that “additional traffic costs additional money” because it slows down his business in being able to 
efficiently move product from his business within the area.  He also stated that he felt like a covenant for 
a traffic cap would not be enforceable.   

Victoria Devore, 845 NW North Albany Road, felt like the floodway had not been addressed properly by 
Staff.  Chair Tomlin explained that this was not the intent of this hearing; this hearing was to address a 
zone change.  She stated that she felt it should be a goal anyway. 

Neutral Testimony:  None 

Rebuttal Testimony:  Jim Winkler and Shawn Sullivan wanted to address the traffic cap.  They stated that 
it would still maximize how dense the property could be developed.  They explained that they could not 
build the maximum number of apartments allowed due to parking requirements.  They felt that current 
zoning would be less sensible and less responsible.  They would like to provide thoughtful housing for 
seniors.  Developing the area would take about two years, building work force housing and housing for 
the disabled.  The housing that would be built would be thoughtful and aesthetic.  They stated they are 
very sensitive in working with neighbors.   

Chair Tomlin closed the hearing at 7:09 p.m. 

The case will be deliberated at the April 3 meeting.   

ANGELO PLANNING GROUP – CODE AUDIT DISCUSSION 

Richardson gave a brief overview of the code audit project.  Blaine clarified that a primary goal would be 
to identify what can be done better.  He stated several beneficial points regarding code amendments.  
Some accomplishments for the audit would be to provide clearer and more objective standards, improving 
efficiencies through changes in the review process which would lessen wait time for applicants. 

Becky Hewitt, representing Angelo Planning Group (APG), gave an overview of the Code Audit Project.  
She specified their approach in addressing issues with the current code.  She explained several issues with 
the code including inconsistencies and needed clarification.  She asked the Commission to think about 
certain standards or procedures they did not feel were appropriate and about certain types of cases that do 
not need to come before the Planning Commission.  Post thought cases requiring technical expertise, such 
as Hillside Review, should not have to go to the hearings board due to the Board’s lack of expertise to add 
to these types of things.  Rouse thought the older non-residential buildings should be grandfathered in so 
they do not have to meet all of the code, stating it was “too difficult and expensive to bring a building up 
to code sometimes and they just sit empty.”  Post stated that one example of needed change was a client 
that had a warehouse that required an unnecessary handicapped spot.  Additionally, it was brought up that 
paved parking lots were not conducive for heavy equipment.  Hewitt clarified that a big frustration was 
required modifications to existing structures.  Hewitt asked if larger subdivisions should come to the 
Planning Commission.  Rouse felt like those types of cases tended to have a lot of public input.  Because 
of this, the larger subdivisions should continue to come before the Commission.  Blaine pointed out that a 
common theme seemed to be flexibility.  The review process could be looked at for change for proposals 
that fit into the criteria that may not need to come to Planning Commission.  Richardson stated they were 
looking to improve the process for adjustments as well.  He suggested that if an application met standards, 
it could be approved at staff level.  If it almost met, with a certain amount of changes, it could be 
approved at staff level but could be appealed through Planning Commission.  Too much variance would 
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go to Planning Commission.  Discussion followed about what would potentially be allowed to be 
approved at staff level.   

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

Commissioner Post moved to approve the February 20, 2017, minutes, as corrected.  Commissioner 
Rouse seconded.   A vote was taken and the motion passed 7-0. 

ACTIVITY UPDATE 

NEXT PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING DATE 

March 20, 2017 

ADJOURN 

Hearing no further business, Chair Tomlin adjourned the meeting at 8:07 p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, Reviewed by, 
 
Signature on file Signature on file 
  
Edie O’Neil Bob Richardson 
Administrative Assistant Planning Manager 
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